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Time is
your most
precious
commodity

...so let’s not waste it.

The basic principles of economics apply: Time is in extremely
limited supply, and yet ver y high demand. There is only so
much of it , and yet ever yone wants more.
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-The Financial Brand

full story
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keep on reading

Productivity. We’re pretty much obsessed with it.
And we’ve pretty much always been.

“

Busyness
is our art
form, our
civic ritual,
our way of
being us.

We’ve been trying to save time from the
moment we first noticed it ticking by. For centuries,
human beings have invented and innovated tools to
help shave and save our precious seconds.
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1st Gen
iPhone
2007

The
smart
phone
changed
everything.
No modern innovation has had

greater impact on our time than
our beloved smartphone. In a

little over a decade, its effects
have dramatically altered our
personal lives, enhanced our

technological capabilities, and
redefined the very meaning of
convenience.
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The smartphone has
redefined our sense of self.

“”

The more we believe that one has the opportunity for success based on hard work, the more
we tend to think that people who skip leisure and work all the time are of higher standing.

Stated Busyness

-Harvard Business Review

“”

At some point, our
popular conception
of wealth changed
from something like
Thurston Howell III
with a yacht and
plenty of downtime,
to a mega-mogul
working around the
clock.
-NBC

Perceived Social Mobility

“”

Being busy can imply that you are wanted, needed, valued and wor thy.
-Christina Cruz, Pys.D.
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Your
Screens:
Created to
save time.
Designed to
waste it.
We’re sur rounded by tools made to f ree our time .
Bu t what are we doing wi th the time we’ve saved ?

“”

“Keeping busy” is
the remedy for all the
ills in America.

It’s also the means
by which the creative
impulse is destroyed.”
-Joyce Carol Oates
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nything.
nywhere.
nytime.

They’re everywhere.
They do everything.
And boy do we take advantage…

We are
never not
on our phones:
Average of 2,617 daily
touches.

Check their phone on the toilet:

85% 78%
Ages 18-34

Ages 35-51

71% Americans sleep with or
next to their smartphones.

35% say the first thing they
think about in the morning
is their smartphone.

Check their phone in the shower:

43% 24%
Ages 18-34

Ages 35-51
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Always
on.
Always
consuming.
Everywhere we turn, there’s a screen waiting

for us. And the view they provide is something
we can’t look away from. Perpetual scrolls.

Bottomless feeds. An endless litany of auto-

playing videos and push notifications. More and
more apps, websites, and social media are being
engineered and gamified not only to hold our
attention… but to never let it go.
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Sleep

-Primary Research, Pollfish 2018

57%
I rarely have
time to relax.

33%

Personal

Survival

Work + Com mute

-Ad a m A lter, N Y U P yschologist/Bu reau of La bor Statistics/Mo m ent

Q: Do you ever have time to relax?

I often have
time to relax.

2007

2015

2017

What free time?
Char ting how our free time has changed over the past ten years, the gold space is all the time we spend
fiddling around on screens. The puny patterned gold slivers that remain are “where the magic happens.”

7%
I never have
time to relax.

3%
I always have
time to relax.
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When we say we don’t have time to
relax, reflect or be “bored…”

56%
I rarely
have time to
be bored

...do we really mean we’re just squandering our lives away on our screens?
Q: How do you feel when you leave your phone at home?

2%
I always
have time
to be bored

-SurveyMonkey Primary Data
19%
I often
have time
to be bored

28%
Irritated

42%
Anxious

5%
Angry

23%
I never
have time
to be bored

Q: Do you ever feel like you have nothing to do,
or experience boredom?
-Primary Research, Pollfish 2018
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25%
Other

“”

“”

things like, “I wish I had more time to do the things I love.”

waking life free from input.

-The Week, Eric Barker 2017

-Peter Sagal, NYTimes

Some might say that they’re not addicted to technology
— they just enjoy it. But those same people probably say

If I don’t leave my headphones behind when
I run, I wouldn’t spend a single minute of my

23

Having a screen hasn’t given or taken time from me:

29%

Having a screen has given me more time:

29%

Having a screen has taken time away from me:

42%
“”

Now there are a wealth of attention demands that didn’t previously exist: adver tisers want your attention
before you watch the next video on YouTube; your friends want your attention on SnapChat, Facebook, and
text; and your colleagues and every marketer out there want your attention in your inbox.
-Jeremy Finch, Fast Company
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nd so...
he value
f every single
econd grows.

Has having a smartphone screen
at your fingertips given you more
time or taken time away from you?

Your
Consumer:
Growing
savvier
at your
expense.
Consumers are growing more discerning about what gets our
time. But the better we get at it, the more we sacrifice our
attention spans.

“

Time Obsessed Consumer:
Invested in how to save time, and
smarter about how to use it.

8%

4%

15%
47%

28%

20%

The price of
anything is
the amount
of life you
exchange
for it.

Q: How long are mobile ads in view?

In-View Rate (60+ sec)
In-View Rate (30+ sec)
In-View Rate (15+ sec)
In-View Rate (10+ sec)
In-View Rate (5+ sec)

-Henry David Thoreau

In-View Rate (0+ sec)

“”

Gen Z has a carefully tuned radar for being sold to and a limited amount of time and energy to spend
assessing whether something’s wor th their time.
-Jeremy Finch, Fast Company
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Attention Spans: Gen Z has an average attention span of
8 seconds, as compared to Millennials’ 12. Thanks to finelytuned filtering skills, Gen Z can tell if something’s worth their
time faster than ever.
Today’s consumers are adapting to unconsciously prioritize moments most
meaningful to them.

100%

80%

77%

60%

Is this the best use of
my time?
What am I missing out on by
doing this right now?

53%

40%

How is this positively
contributing to my goals?

20%

0%
2018

2020

“”

U s e o f s i x- s e c o n d a d s i s s e t t o g r o w t o 7 7 % b y 2 0 2 0 .
-Ad w eek a nd AI Co m pa ny Gu m Gu m
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63%

of consumers are actively trying to limit
their smartphone usage.

We used to say time is money.
But it’s become complicated...

...because when pressed it became
clear money was the key to more time.
Q: What do you wish you had more of – time or money?

42%
Time

64%
Time

58%
Money

36%
Money

Q: Is time or money more important to you?

“”

“”

that I enjoy.

boxes, laundry service.

If I had more money, I wouldn’t have to work as
much so then I’d have more time to do the things

I wish I had more money to pay for things that would
give me more time. Like housekeeping, meal prep

-Pollfish 2018, primary research
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You’ve been asking yourself
whether your brand is

worth
spending
money on.

You should be asking
whether your brand is

worth
spending
time with.

Our advice:
Put your
dollar on
the second.
As people’s options for spending time increase, so too does the
value of that time. We all have to adjust to a market where the
second is soaring. Ask yourself – how many seconds is your
brand wor th?

“”

Every day is a bank account,
and time is our currency.

No one is rich, no one is poor,
we’ve got 24 hours each.
-Christopher Rice
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Ask yourself these 6 questions:

Be honest...how well do you
really know your audience?

Are you actively building
relationships, or just selling products?

How is the interaction between you
and your audience changing?

How many seconds is your brand
worth in someone’s day?

What’s more important to them time or money?

What’s the ROT (return on time
spent) for consumers interacting
with your brand?
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Research Methodology

Primary Research
Allen & Gerritsen. “Mobile Moments”. Online Survey. 2018. n=300
Allen & Gerritsen. “Time and Technology.” Online Survey. 2018. n=300

Our work
on time...
…comes from a genuine fascination with the

understanding your consumers and how

things that first seem small and innocuous,

they consciously and unconsciously value

but in fact have a tremendous impact

their time, you will better understand how

on us, our industry, and the culture at

your brand can add value to their lives. And

large. As these cultural ripples persist, they

that is critical to unlocking new growth

will slowly and dramatically impact your

potential in a landscape where disruption is

business. That deserves attention.

the norm and the fight for market share is

Your consumers’ anxiety over time is
already affecting how they engage with

being won by brands playing smarter, not
shouting louder.

your brand. And this will continue to be

Listening, learning, and never slipping into

an influence well into the future. By better

stagnancy.

Allen & Geritsen. Consumer Diaries. Online Ethnography. 2018
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Who we
are at A&G
For an industry built on communicating with

actually trust. You don’t build trust on

people… it’s surprising how little humanity

gimmicks. Or novelty. And especially not

there is in marketing. Too often, we confuse

with jargon. You do it by understanding who

data for knowledge. Insights for ideas. And

your audience is, what they need, what they

that’s a problem. Because that’s not how

feel… and then creating something worthy

you connect with people. And it’s people

of their attention.

who power your brand.
It’s simple – we believe every brand is a

Contact.
A L L E N

&

G E R R I T S E N

heythere@a-g.com
a-g.com
1619 WALNUT ST,
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19103

2 SEAPORT LANE,
BOSTON MA 02210

(215) 667-8719

(857) 300-2000

That’s what we do at A&G. That’s all we do.
We build your brand’s best self.

relationship. And a good brand is one you
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